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In Brie[_._._ _ _ _ _ __
Art therapy subject of presentation
"Art Therapy: Definition, Theory
and Practice" is the title of a
presentation to be given at 7:30 p.m.
Friday (Feb. 27) in 204 Fine Arts
Building.
The speaker will be Elinor Ulman,

Band to play
The BGSU Symphonic Band will be
performing at 8 p.m. Thursday (Feb.
26) in Kobacker Hall. Mark S. Kelly
will be conducting and senior music
education student Douglas Bayda will
have a clarinet solo. The concert is
free and open to the public.

Auditions set
Open auditions for the 1987 Huron
Playhouse Company will be held
Saturday (Feb. 28) In Bowling Green.
Huron Playhouse, the oldest
continuing summer theater in Ohio,
has been operated by the University
since 1948.
Auditions will be held beginning at
12:30 p.m. in the Joe E. Brown
Theater at University Hall. Those
wishing to audition must complete an
application and schedule an audition
by appointment in advance.
Applications can be obtained
through the University's theater
department in South Hall or by calling

372-2222.
Auditions are open to all interested
persons. Except in plays where race,
ethnicity or sex is an issue, casting is
decided on the basis of ability alone.

Classified
Employment
Opportunities
The following classified positions are
available.
NEW VACANCIES
Posting Expiration Date for Employees to
Apply: 4 p.m., Friday, Feb. 27.
2·27·1

Clerk 2
Pay Range 3
Registration and Records
Permanent part-time

2-27-2

Electronic Technician 1
Pay Range 27
Computer Sciences

2·27-3

Electronic Technician 1
Pay Range 27
Computer Services
Permanent part-lime

2-13-4

Electronic Technician 3
Pay Range 29
Biological Sciences

2·27-5

Typist 1
Pay Range 3
English
Permanent part-lime

assistant professor and coordinator
of training in the master's degree
program in art therapy at George
Washington University. She will
discuss her clinical and professional
experiences within the field of art
therapy.
The lecture is being presented by
the College of Health and Human
Services and the division of art
therapy and art education in the
School of Art. The talk is free and
open to all interested persons.

Casting call issued
The University Theater has issued a
casting call for its production of "No
Exit."
The play is a gripping examination
of human potential for good and evil.
Three very different people are
ushered into a room in hell; each can
serve as a torturer of the others, or as
a savior from eternal torment.
The script calls for a cast of two
men and two women.
Auditions will be held at 7 p.m.
Monday and Tuesday (Feb. 23 and 24)
in 400 University Hall. Callbacks will
be held Wednesday (Feb. 25).
The play will be produced April 8-11
on campus.
Auditions are open to all interested
persons. Except in plays where race,
ethnicity or sex is an issue, casting is
decided on the basis of ability alone.
For more information about the
auditions, call the theater department
at 372-2222.

Submit information
The information deadline for the

1987-88 Day-By-Day Calendar is
Friday (Feb. 27) at 5 p.m.
Organizations' events will be
publicized free and must be
submitted in typewritten form to the
University Activities Organization on
the third floor of the Union. Be sure
to include the name of a contact
person for verification of facts.
For more information contact
Tammi L Bartlett at 372-2343.

Bowling Green's contribution to
Festschriften section increasing
In 1979, in one of the smallest
offices on campus, six faculty and
four graduate students made
important contributions to the
largest serial bibliography for
modern languages and literature in
the world.
Today, James Harner, English,
has moved to a larger office and
Increased the staff to three faculty,
nine graduate students and four
graduates to do twice as much work
on what Is still the largest serial
bibliography.
The Modern Language
Association International
Bibliography is a classified
bibliography of books, articles and
dissertation on all modern
languages and literatures, folklore
and linguistics.
Harner and his associates work
on the "Festschrlften" section
which contains a collection of
essays published In honor of
someone; the birthday of an
important scholar, for example.
The bibliography Is ''the most
important tool for language and
literature scholars to find out
Information on particular writers,
works or aspects of a language,"
Harner said.
Harner Increased Bowling Green's
contribution to the section by
developing a good relationship with
the publishers of some of the
limited publications. "It Is the
Festschriften section's job to
Identify, locate and analyze the
collections of essays in book form
that go into the bibliography," said
Harner. "Sometimes it takes fairly
good detective work to hunt them
down."
The section contributed 5,582
entries from 712 volumes in 1979
and gradually built up to 9,081
entries from 550 volumes in 1985.
The MIA bibliography, divided into
a classified volume and an Index

volume, Is used as a reference to
find other works. "The real
advantage is that It Is timely,"
Harner said. "Others are three to
four years behind but we usually
puolish within a year of coverage."
The last 25 years of the
bibliography will be available on
compact disk to be used like the
info-trac at the Jerome Library.
The work done by the
bl!>llographers Is voluntary; there Is
a small paid staff in New York
where the bibliography is published.
Graduate students working on the
section receive no reduction in their
teaching load, but Harner still
considers it a good recruiting tool.
They can "build up a fairly decent
collection of books because over
1,000 books come from publishers
each year."
Also, the students receive a
minimum of two significant
publications for his/her curriculum
vitae, and "the work is looked on
favorably by academic employers."
Harner carefully screens
applicants who will work on the
Festschriften about 10 hours a
week. He spends anywhere between
10-20 hours on the section.
The section has been housed in
the department of English since
1972 when former University English
professor Donna Fricke, who worked
on the bibliography In New York,
was chosen to organize it in
Bowling Green. Since then many
faculty and graduate students have
contributed as bibliographers and
assistant bibliographers. Harner
became involved In working on the
section as·soon as it got started at
the University and he considers
himself ''the only original one left."
Recent bibliographers from the
department of English include:
Russell Burrows, Sandra Johnson
and Barbara Bywaters. - Kelly
Vaughn

Date book
Monday, Feb. 23
Exhibit, ''Sights of History,"
photographs relating to Canadian history,
will be on display in the McFall Center
Gallery. The exhibit continues through
Feb. 27. Gallery hours are 8:30 a.m. - 4:30
p.m. Monday - Friday.
Stress Management Seminar, noon,
Alumni Room. Union. Free. Register by
calling 372-7698.
"No Exit," open auditions, 7 p.m. Feb.
23 - 24. For script Information call
372·2922.
"The End of Summer," International
Film Series, 8 p.m., Gish Film Theater.

Faculty/Staff Positions
The following faculty positions are available:
Applied Statistics and Operations Research: Instructor. Contact James Sullivan
(2·2363). Deadline: Feb. 27.
Educational Foundations and Inquiry: Assistant professor of educational psychology.
Contact Robert Reed (2-7305). Deadline: March 1.
Geology: Assistant professor. Contact Charles M. Onasch (2-7197). Deadline: Feb. 27.
Health Information In Technology (Medical Records): Instructor/assistant professor of
applied sciences. Contact Office of the Dean, Firelands College (832·223). Deadline:
March 1.
Management Visiting professor. Contact Peter A. Pinto (2-2946). Deadline: March 1.
Math and Statistics: Post doctoral lecturer, two positions. Contact Arjun Gupta
(2·7453). Deadline: March 1.
Medical Technology-Hematology: Assistant professor. Contact Robert Harr (2·2833).
Deadline: March 15.
Romance Languages: Assistant professor. Contact Diane Pretzer (2·2667). Deadline:
Feb. 27.
School of Art Assistant professor, photography. Contact David Cayton (2·2786). Also,
director (anticipated). Contact Robert Mazur (2-8528). Also. Assistanuassociate
professor, design. Contact Ronald Jacomini (2-7763). Deadlines: Feb. 27.
Special Educatlorc Assistant professor/instructor. Contact Edward Fiscus (2·7358).
Deadline: March 1.
Sociology: Assistant or associate professor. Contact the sociology department
(2-2595). Deadline: March 1. ·
Theater. Assistant professor (technical director/lighting designer). Contact Allen
Kepke 12·2523). Deadline: March 15.

Hanna Hall. Free.
Edgar Allan Poe, dramatic portrayal by
Robert Rhode of Northern Kentucky Univ.,
8 p.m., Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical
Arts Center. Free.

Organization-sponsored film, 8 p.m., Gish
Film Theater.
Concert, BGSU Symphonic Band, 8 p.m.,
Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center.
Free.

Tuesday, Feb.24

Friday, Feb. 27

Stress Management Seminar, noon,
Falcon Club Luncheon, noon, Ice Arena.
Community Suite, Union. Free. Register by
Excellence In Education Serles, "'Work
calling 372·7698.
and Family Program: Adult Education for
Black History Month Event, soul food
the 80s" by Kathleen Campbell, home
dinner, 4 p.m., McDonald cafeteria.
economics, 1:30 p.m., 215 Education Bldg.
Ifs About Time," planetarium
Black History Month Ewnt, Shirley
production, 8 p.m., Physical Sciences
Chisolm, 7 p.m., .115 Education Bldg. Free.
Laboratory Bldg. The production repeats
Economics and Statistics Colloquium,
at 8 p.m. on Friday and 7:30 p.m. on
"'Bayesian Analysis in Econometrics," by
Sunday.
Arnold Zellner of the Univ. of Chicago
Continuing Education Seminar, ··small
Graduate School of Business, 7 p.m., 212
Business Taxes," 6:30 p.m., 1104A
. McFall Center.
Offenhauer West. Registration fee is $40.
lecture, "'Art Therapy: Definition, Theory
Register by calling 372-8181
and Practice," by Elinor Ulman of George
Washington Univ., 7:30 p.m., 204 Fine Arts
Bldg. Free.
Concert, New Music Ensemble, 8 p.m.,
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical Arts
People Against Racism, 2:30-4 p.m .• 208
•
Hanna Hall. For more information contact Center. Free.
Conrad Pritscher, EDFI, 372-7322..
Women's Basketball, Bowling Green vs.
Western Michigan Univ~ home, 5:30 p.m.
Men's Basketball, Bowling Green vs.
Huron Playhouse, auditions for
Western Michigan Univ., home. 8 p.m.
summmer company, 12:30 p.m., Joe E.
Concert, BGSU Jazz Combos, 8 p.m.,
Brown Theater. For application and
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical Arts
appointment call 3n-2222.
Center. Free.
Gymnastics, Bowling Green vs. Univ. of
Pittsburgh and Univ. of Michigan, home, 1
p.m.
Concert, BGSU Gospel Choir, Calvary
Women's Studies Colloquium, "Bringing Baptist Church Choir, Derrick Roberts
It All Back Home: The U.S. Role in Global
Ensemble. and the Brian Thomas Chorale,
Militarism and Its Effects on Women and
5:30 p.m. Tickets are priced at $1 and are
Children," discussed by Lorry Thomas and available at the door.
Ileana Matamoros, 7:30-!t.30 p.m., 110
Eva Marie Saint Film Tribute, "On the
Business Administration.
Waterfront;• 7 p.m., ""That Certain
"High Noon," University Activities
Feeling," 9 p.m., Gish Film Theater. Free.

Ylednesday, Feb.25

Saturday, Feb. 28

Thursday, Feb. 26
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Take control of the situation and say good-bye to stress
It doesn't matter who you are or
what you do, just about everyone Is
going to experience some degree of
stress in their lives.
Do you find it stressing to think
about stress? Don't get worked up
over it. Dr. Roman Carek, director of
the University's Counseling and
Career Development Center, says
there are ways to control stress if
you are just willing to examine the
situation closely and accept
circumstances you cannot change.
Carek presented a two-day
luncheon seminar last week for
University employees who are
interested in alleviating stress in
their lives. He began by defining
stress as something that interferes
with a person's well-being which is
usually stimulated by some type of
threat. Threats can be anything,
Carek said, from a boss to
workloads, traffic jams, deadlines,
teenagers and other worries.
How a person reacts to these

stimuli produce the symptoms most
commonly associated with stress:
the heartbeat increases,
breathing quickens, blood pressure
rises and muscles become tense.
Other long term signs of stress are
dryness in the throat and mouth, an
urge to cry and hide, inability to
concentrate, headaches, sweating,
insomnia and drug or alcohol
addiction.
"Ninety-nine percent of stress is
self-induced. No one can make you
feel a certain way, you do that to
yourself," Carek said. "We have to
learn how to deal with stress in our
lives because no one else can do it
for us."
A key to controlling stress begins
with the situation itself. Carek said
stress results from how the person
appraises what is happening. If the
situation appears irrelevant or
positive, it will have little effect. But
If it appears threatening or harmful
to a person's well-being, the tension

begins.
"We appraise everything we do, it
is something that happens very
quickly and naturally," Carek said.
"Everything that comes up, we
decide if we can cope with it or not.
"Stress results from those
situations we decide we can't cope
with. Half the time if we'd go back
and re-appraise the situation, we'd
find we didn't perceive it correctly
the first time and it isn't as bad as
we thought."
But a person under stress doesn't
always think clearly, which Carek
said results in not feeling or acting
normally. To cope with stress,
people often turn to smoking,
caffeine, liquor, sleeping pills,
drugs, heavy eating, psychological
withdrawal or lashing out at others.
Instead of reacting to stress,
Carek said people need to recognize
it and deal with it. Mentally
redefining the situation in less
stressing terms and putting it into

Actress returns
to dedicate
University theater
Eva Marie Saint won't be acting
when she returns Friday (March 6) to
the Bowling Green stage.
The Academy Award winning
actress made her stage debut at the
University when she played the
leading role - that of a movie star
- in "Personal Appearance." Now
she is returning for the official
dedication of a theater in her honor.
University Trustees renamed Main
Auditorium in University Hall the
Eva Marie Saint Theater last
summer.
Saint's acting
career was
launched at
Bowling Green in
1943. The story
goes that a
student who
"looked like an
actress" was
needed for the
lead in "Personal
Eva Marie Saint Appearance."
The adviser to
Delta Gamma sorority suggested
one of "her girls" - Eva Marie
Saint, then a sophomore majoring in
elementary education.
The campus beauty queen
protested that she had neither
experience nor ability for acting.
She'd be embarrassed to try out
before those being cast for the
production, she said. When told only
a few of the students had had
acting experience, Saint reluctantly
agreed to try out. She got the part.
After that, she enrolled in an
Introductory drama class taught by
Dr. Elden T. Smith (whose wife was
the sorority adviser who encouraged
her to try acting} and auditioned for
more plays. During summer vacation
she received her first experience In
radio at WFIN in Findlay and
continued on page 3

perspective is a starting point.
In rethinking the situation, Carek
suggests going through the "3 Ds."
Ask yourself, is the stress caused by
a Disaster? Disasters are out of your
control and there is nothing you can
do to prevent them. Secondly, is
there anything you can Do to
change the stressful situation, and
if so, do it. Finally, would anything
you do make a Difference or should
you just accept the situation as it
Is?
Other ways Carek lists to alleviate
stress include: taking a short walk;
taking deep breaths; doing
stretching exercises; saying a little
prayer; laughing; talking to a friend;
buying yourself something; taking a
break, and reading.
For long term resistance to
stress, he suggests: developing an
aerobic exercise routine to be done
three to four times a week; avoiding
continued on page 3

Austrian writer
discovers America.
through people

Austrian novelist Michael Scharang (left) discusses class material with
Klaus Schmidt, German and Russian languages. Scharang is visiting
Bowling Green as an Artist in Residence this semester and is teaching two
literature classes with Schmidt.

If any of the Bowling Green
students taking the class in
contemporary literature in the
German language have a question
about some of the novels they are
studying this semester, they don't
have far to go with inquiries. The
author of many of those books is
helping to teach the class.
Michael Scharang, an Austrian
author of six novels with numerous
short stories and essays, film and
TV scripts and radio plays to his
credit, is aiding Dr. Klaus M.
Schmidt, German and Russian
languages, this semester with his
classes on contemporary Austrian
prose. He is also taking part in a
colloquium on the relationship
between author and work.
Scharang is at Bowling Green as
part of the Visiting Artist Series
sponsored by the department of
German, Russian and East Asian
Languages, and Schmidt said he
considers it an honor to be
working with the author who has
such a large following in Austria.
"Michael is one of three
contemporary Austrian novelists
who deal with contemporary issues
that are often social sore spots,"
Schmidt said. "He has become the
mouthpiece of what one might call
the political and social conscience
of modern Austria amidst a
tormenting swing toward an ultra
conservative, if not reactionary,
political climate."
Schmidt helped select Scharang
as a visiting artist after reading
much of his literature. "Austria has
received some awful press in the
wake of the Kurt Waldheim
controversy and as a victim of the
Third Reich," Schmidt said. "It was
important to me that people see
continued on page 3

Thomas stresses need for cultural excellence
Issues concerning African
American children were left out of
most of the recent national reparts on
educational reform, according to Dr.
Charles Thomas, president of the
National Alliance of Black School
Educators.
However, NABSE addressed those
issues and suggested solutions in its
report, "Saving the African American
Child: Task Force Report on Black
Academic and Cultural Excellence."
Thomas, superintendent of North
Chicago schools, discussed the study
here last week as part of the
University's Black History Month
celebration.
He said the report touched on
several areas of education which
contribute to overall excellence.
"Excellence in education is more than
high test scores," he explained.
"Excellence in education prepares
students for self-knowledge and to
beeome a contributing problemsolving member of the community
and the world."
An emphasis on self-knowledge is
especially important for African·
American students who may not be
aware of their culture, Thomas said.
"No child can be ignorant of or lack
respect for his or her own unique
cultural group and meet others in the
world on an equal footing," he said.

Thomas added that the task force
report considered cultural excellence
as impartant as academic excellence.
The report pointed out the
shortcomings of public schools in
reaching levels of excellence which
Thomas said are not unreasonable
goals.
More importantly, Thomas said,
were the task force's general
academic goals which included the
demonstration of critical thinking,
creativity, the acquisition of a
systematic approach to problem
solving and an understanding of the
scientific method.
NASBE is currently carrying out the
Educational Development Plan, a
three-part program that Thomas
helped design. "The plan will move
NASBE from Saving the AfricanAmerican Child rhetoric and dreams
into the world of action and reality,''
Thomas said.
The plan consists of a NASBE
demonstration school of educational
excellence for African-American and
other learners in grades 6-12, the
Charles Moody Research and
Development Institute of AfricanAmerican Education and a NASBE
Foundation to provide the financial
underpinnings to the Educational
Development Plan.
Thomas said the demonstration

school is the cornerstone of the plan.
NASBE formed a task force to create
a detailed draft document outlining
the conceptual framework for the
school in the areas of curriculum,
instruction and staff development.
Among its many suggestions, the
task force determined that successful
schooling must include sustained
coordination and interaction between
the school, home and community. It
also stated that disciplined learning
environments should be characterized
by mutual respect, humaneness and
clearly defined roles of authority and
responsibility.
The report also indicated the need
to demystify the schooling process to
enable parents to expand and
enhance their involvement and their
role in student achievement.
The NASBE programs go beyond
pointing out what's wrong with
education for African-American
children, Thomas said. "NASBE is
erecting a bedrock agenda to
undergrid the promises of education,
quality, equity, sensitivity and
creativity upon which meaningful
lives are built," he concluded.
Thomas' appearance was cosponsored by the Office of Minority
Affairs and the Human Relations
Commission. - Diane Docis

William F. Buckley
to speak at
spring graduation
Conservative palitician, author
and television host William F.
Buckley Jr. will deliver the
commencement address at the
University's May 9 graduation
ceremonies.
Approximately 2, 100
undergraduate, master's and
doctoral students are expected to
receive degrees.
Buckley, who was born in New
York City but received his early
schooling in England and France,
graduated from Yale University in
1950.
The following year, he wrote God
and Man at Yale, an attack of the
liberal ideas which he believed were
rampant at the university. With the
printing of that book, Buckley took
the first step down a path which
was to make him one of America's
best known conservative
spokesmen.
In 1966 he turned his attention to
television, hosting a weekly
television show called "Firing Line,"
which later moved to PBS.
Currently, he is the author of a
three-times-a-week syndicated
newspaper column, "On the Right,"
which is published in more than 300
newspapers. He is also the author
of more than 25 fiction and nonfiction books.

Book tells managers to get back to basics
Dr. Glenn Varney, management,
wants to see American managers
return to the basics. He Is so
adamant about the subject that he
wrote the book, Goal-Driven
Management - Getting Back to the
Basics to drive the point home.
Varney said he became tired of
reading all the "fad books" aimed at
telling American managers how they
have been managing all wrong. His
book holds a different point of view.
"I say we haven't been doing it
wrong, we just have to get back to
the basics," he said.
The book
.
reviews successful
.
management
concepts and
skills that have
been developed
J
·.
over the years by
American
managers. It also
discusses the
application of
strategic
techniques and
Glenn Varney

_.....,,._,,,

individual goals in making
management work effectively.
Varney dispells the theory that
American management falls short of
techniques used abroad. In his book,
he says foreign industry has simply
taken the American management
principles and made them better.
Once U.S. managers review the
principles they already know, they
can out-manage anyone, anywhere, he
said.
"There is no question in my mind
that American managers are better
than any others," he said. "We've
shipped our techniques all over the
world and have become distracted by
all the fads. We have to start paying
attention to what we already know."
According to Varney, even the
Japanese have built their successful
management techniques from basic
American principles. Although Japan
is often recognized for its industry's
smooth operation and high
productivity rate, Varney is convinced
American management could be just
as efficient, if not better.

"We have to deal with our own self
perception and managers in this
country shouldn't feel they aren't as
good as managers elsewhere,"
Varney said. "The book's message is
much the same as what (Lee) lacocca
has been saying for a long time: we
can do it ourselves and we can do it
better."
Varney, who teaches strategic
planning and management, said he
researched the book the past four
years by studying the history of
management and reading other books
on the subject. In his book he lists
basic management concepts and how
managers can adapt them to their
situations.
Varney is also the author of
Management by Objectives,
Organizational Development
Approach to Management, and
Organizational Development for
Managers.

Video explains
W-4 tax forms
The Payroll Office has obtained
video tapes produced by the Internal
Revenue Service on "How to Prepare
IRS Form W-4." The tape is available
to employees to lake home from the
Payroll Office, 322 Administration
Building, to use on a video recorder
(VHS). This tape is designed to be
used when the person has their tax
data available to them .
There will be a $5 deposit for the
tape which will be completely
refundable when the tape is returned.
If the tape is damaged or not
returned, the employee will be
responsible for the cost of the tape.

It's Academic

Donation creates new scholarships
A $25,000 gift to the University will
create two or more endowed
scholarships for students In
environmental studies programs.
The gift is in honor of William
Sterner, a New Jersey architect and
civil engineer, who died in 1985 at the
age of 92. He was a hard-working
man who was gainfully employed into
his 91st year.
The scholarship funds were
donated anonymously to Bowling
Green by a member of the family in
recognition of Sterner's "belief in
public service and his enthusiasm for
learning," said Dr. Dwight
Burlingame, vice president of

University relations. Burlingame said
Sterner had no connection with
Bowling Green, but the family
member who made the gift did.
The funds will provide two or more
annual $500 scholarships for rising
juniors or seniors in the University's
environmental studies programs and
who are actively involved in
environmental issues.
The first scholarships will be
awarded this spring and Interested
students should submit their
applications by Friday (March 6) to
the Center for Environmental Studies
or the Office of Financial Aid and
Student Employment.

Symposium set for March 5 and 6
Dr. Leon Botstein, president of
Bard College, New York, will address
the topic of ''Teaching Today's
Students Changing Values and
Characteristics" at a symposium
Thursday and Friday (March 5 and 6).
Sponsored by the Faculty
Development Committee, the program
will open with Botstein's keynote

address at 8 p.m. Thursday in Bryan
Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center.
Sessions will be held all day Friday
starting at 9:30 a.m. in the
Community Suite of the Union.
For more information contact Joyce
Kepke, continuing education, 300
McFall Center.

ECONOMIC.
f ORECAS'f'•ti

-+

Psychohistorian to address
effects of nuclear power
"Beyond the Nuclear End:
Directions of Hope" will be the topic
of a lecture by psychohistorian
Robert Jay Lifton at 7:30 p.m.
Thursday (March 5) at the St. Thomas
More University Parish.
Free and open to the public, the
lecture is being sponsored by a
number of University groups,
including the College of Arts and
Sciences, the departments of history,
psychology and sociology, and
Graduate Student Senate.
The lecture begins a two-day
conference examining the connection
between nuclear power and nuclear
weapons.
A professor of psychiatry and
psychology at the City University of
New York and Mount Sinai Medical
Center, Lifton is one of the founders
of the field of psychohistory, a
discipline which examines the
relationship between individual
psychology and historical change.
In developing the field, Lifton has
studied individuals' reactions to
catastrophic situations. For example,
he has examined the way Nazi
doctors coped with the program of
genocide, the way Hiroshima
survivors coped, and the way Vietnam

veterans are dealing with their war
experience.
One of his conclusions, and one of
the many points of his speech, is that
society is experiencing a
"psychological numbing" toward
these catastrophes, a "numbing··
which makes it more likely that a
nuclear war could be started.
He is the author of more than 20
books, including Home From the War:
Vietnam Veterans-Neither Victims
Nor Executioners, which was
nominated for the National Book
Award.
In conjunction with his lecture, a
seminar dealing with Litton's new
book, The Nazi Doctors: Medical
Killing and the Psychology of
Genocide will be held from 9-10:30
am. Friday (March 6) in the Alumni
Room of the Union. The seminar is
also free and open to the public.
Friday's programs run from 9 a.m.-4
p.m. and on Saturday from 9 a.m.-5
p.m. The conference will be held in
the meeting rooms on the third floor
of the University Union.
Presenters and moderators include
University professors, representatives
from concerned groups and experts
from the area

Health care subject of colloquium
''The Rationing of Health Care:
Moral Reflections on Medical
Economics" Is the topic of a
philosophy colloquium Wednesday
(March 4) at the University.
The speaker will be Baruch A.
Brody, who holds joint appointments
on the faculties of Rice University
and the Baylor College of Medicine.
Part of the philosophy department's

between her junior and senior years,
she switched her major to speech.
Saint later recalled, "I was having
mixed feelings about my major in
education and I wrote to Dr. Smith
for advice. I still have his thoughtful
letter describing the possibilities in
the New York theater. He was so
positive I had the ability."
Saint's former professor and
mentor will be on hand for the 2:30
p.m. ceremonies at the theater
Friday, which are open to the public.
In addition to comments from Smith,
who is now retired and living in
Seminole, Fla, there will be a video
retrospective of Saint's acting
career and a presentation by
President Olscamp.
Saint will give remarks and
present certificates to members of
Theta Alpha Phi theater honor
society as part of the ceremonies.
Dr. Allen Kepke, acting chair of the
theater department, will preside. A
reception will follow the ceremonies.
Later that evening Saint will
speak at the annual spring banquet
of the Friends of the University
Libraries and Center for Archival
Collections.
Since graduating from Bowling in
1946, Saint has accumulated an
impressive list of film, stage and
television credits. A role in the 1954
Broadway production of "The Trip to
Bountiful" led to her being cast
oppasite Marlon Brando in the film,
"On the Waterfront." She won an
Oscar as best supporting actress for
her performance.
Between 1957 and 1972, she
appeared in 12 films. Her latest
motion picture is "Nothing In
Common," with Jackie Gleason and
Tom Hanks, released in 1986.
Over the past two decades, her
performances have been primarily
on television and stage. Most
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Publications
Rich Wilson, special education, co-authOr of
""Making E•ery Minute Count. Academic Learning
Time in LO Classrooms." Learning Disabilities
Focus. Fall 1986
Ron Partin, educaltonal foundations and
inquiry ... Conquer Procrastination NON!," in
Ameflcan Seconcary ECucarion, VoL 15, No. 3
He also wrote ··Homework That Helps;· 1n The
Clearing House for Ille Contemporary ECucator
in M1Cdle and SeconCary Schools, No•emt>er

1986.
Gary Sllvennan, environmental health, ··Best
Management Practices for Controlling Oil and
Grease in Urban Stormwater Runoff," in The
En•ironmental Professional, January issue.
David l. Weis, home economics, co-authored
"Martial Exclusivity and the Potential for Future
Marital Conflict," in Social Work. VoL 32, No. 1.

M. Nell Browne and Paul F. Haas. economics.
Modern Economics.· Principles, Goals. and
Tradeoffs, Prentice-Hall, 1987.
Michael Raslatter and Richard McGuire,
communications disorders, "Speech Motor
Equi•alence in Aging Subjects;· in Perceptual
and Motor Skills, 1987. 64.
Raymond LH, doctoral candidate in theater,
"Contemporizing Brecht for the American
Audience," Notate 6: (East Germany, GOR)
November 1986.

Brody, who has written extensively
on public palicy and bioethics, is the
Leon Jaworski Professor of
Biomedical Ethics and director of the
Center for Ethics, Medicine and
Public Issues in Houston, Texas.

Jeff Gordon, geography, "Periodic Flea
Marl<ets and Shopper Admissions," at the annual
meeting of the East Lakes Division of the
Association of American Geographers at
Michigan State University, East Lansing, Mich .•
Oct. 1986. He also served as session chair at the
meeting for "'Recent Trends in North American
Urbanization."

recently she has starred with
G91jrge C. Scott in "The Last Days
er Patton" and Richard Kiley in "A
Year in the Life." She also has guest
starred on "Moonlighting."
In recognition of her
achievements, Bowling Green
presented Saint with a
Distinguished Alumnus Award in
1960 and an honorary doctor of
performing arts degree in 1982.
The final two films in the

retrospective film tribute to Saint
will be shown Tuesday (March 3).
"The Stalking Moon," made in 1969,
will be screened at 7 p.m., and
"Loving," produced in 1970 will be
shown at 9 p.m.
The Gish Film Theater salute to
Eva Marie Saint is presented
through the cooperation with the
Arts and Science Film Studies
Program and the Office of the Vice
President for University Relations.

Scharang __fr_om___.;.p_a....g_e_1_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
through their environments, social
classes and jobs.
By listening to the graduate
students' interpretations of his
books, Scharang said he hopes to
gain a better idea of American
feelings on contemporary issues
plaguing the world. These ideas
will aid him in working on his
current writing project, Auf nach
Amerika (Off to America), a novel
he began before arriving in
Bowling Green.
Scharang said he plans to
research the book through his
students' discussions and by
traveling and talking to people. "I
want to know directly from the
people the problems they face and
think about each day, rather than
getting it just from the papers I
read," he said.
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too much caffeine, sugar and salt in
your diet; trying daily meditation or
prayer; establishing goals,
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objectives and priorities; organizing
your time and sticking to it;
developing a positive self image;
being assertive with others, and
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January issue. Also. ··How to Select tne Right
Vendor for Your Compan(s Healtn r=:romo!1on
Program." in Fitness 'n Bus,ness
Kenneth F. Kipla, history, guest e<lo:e:i and
introduced the Decemoer 1986 1ss~e ct Socral
ScJence H1srory. Also. "A Survey o! Recent
Literature o:i the Bio!ogical Past of trie Biack."'

an:l ·Future Stud•eS of the B•ologica! Past of the
Black:· Social sc.ence HistOf'J, 10. 1986
Michael Rastatter, health and hurr.ao
servicesJcommunication disorders. co-au!hored

with Dr. Carl Dell of Eastern Illinois Uc.ivers1ty,
··sinple Visual Versus Lexical Deciso~n vocal
Reaction Times cf Stuttering and Ncr;:;al
Sub1ects." in Journal of Fluency D•soraers. 12.

t987.
Robert Berns. bus•ness education. ""In
Management and Eaucalion - Setl·Futl1flmg
Expectations:· in /Ceas for Marketing ECucators,
November 1986: Also. co-authoreo witn Barry
R~e and Betty Heath "Behavior Modeling - A
Strategy for Improving Teacher Compete~ce in
Vocational Education;· in Journal of Vocational
and Technical Education, Fall 1986.

Presentations
M. Nell Browne, economics, presented
"Stimulating Critical Thinking In the Classroom"
at Faculty Development Workshop at University
of Michigan In Ann Arbor, Jan. 29.

Stress

Jim McKenzie, r.ealth, phys;cal

recreation. ··A Checlt.hst for Evah~a!!r-.g Health
Information," 1n Journal of School Health,

Faculty/Staff

colloquium series, the free program
will begin at 8 p.m. in the Ohio Suite
of the Union.

this isn't all of Austria, only a part
of it. And there are outspaken
people, like Scharang, fighting
these forces."
This is Scharang's first visit to
the United States and one of his
first goals has been to learn to
speak English fluently. However,
the classes he shares with
Schmidt are taught in German and
the topics remain universal.
How the world can maintain
peace and how people are
influenced by their surroundings
are the subjects Scharang likes to
raise for discussion no matter
where his classroom. The author
said a common theme in his novels
is his attempt to partray human
beings not from just a
psychological viewpoint, but also
examining how they are influenced

Nancy Kub.Heir., legal studies. ··1ntrocucirl{I
Values Analysis into the Business Classroom:·
in Journal of Education tor Business. VOL 62
No.3, December 1986.

seeking social support from friends,
family and co-workers.
"You can't always charige your
environment, but you can change
how it affects you,'' Carek said.
"Stress doesn't have to take over
your life."

Robert Holmes, legal studies. spoke on
discrimination and affirmative action law to the
managers of the Mid American Nalionat Bank.
Nov. 4; also. presented a twQ.<lay seminar on
.. Advanced Corporate Purchasing Law" to the
Bay Area Purchasing Management Association,
Clear Lake, Tx., Nov. EH; also. presented ""The
Causes of Product Uability Claims: The Demise
of Naturalism and the Rise of Positivism," to the
NAPM-BGSU Purchasing Management
Conference, Nov. 13; also. presented a seminar
on ..Corporate Purchasing Law on Uniform
Commercial Code Remedies for Corporate
Buyers, .. and a banquet speech on "The U.S.
Supreme Court in the First 30 Years: The Demise
of Naturalism and the Rise of Positivism;· to the
North Central Ohio Purchasing Management
Association. Mansfield, Nov. 18.
Leslie J. Chamberlin, professor emeritus,
educational administration and supervision,
presented ··student Behavior and School
Discipline.. at the Erie County Teachers"
lnser.ice Day of Perkins High School. December:
Also, presented "Classroom Managemeni·· at
the Special Educational Regional Resource
Center tnservice Day at Delta High Scnool. Jan.
13; Also, presented '"Communication in a
Helping Relationship"· for the Wood County
Department of Human Ser.ices, Jan. 20.

Chefyl Oldham, field experiences, presented
"Raising Student Achievement by Raising
Teacher Expectations" to teachers at the
Ottawa-Olandorf Senior High School. last
semester.
Lewis Fulclwr, physics and astronomy.
presented a seminar on ..The Upsilon System:
Some Recent Calculations and Experiments" at
the Argonne National Laboratory near Chicago,
Dec. 10. The seminar was a progress report to
the High Energy Physics Group there follo1Mng a
summefs research visit of six weeks duration.
The summer stay was made possible by a
Faculty Research Participation grant from
Argonne.
Brenda llcCallum, popular culture library.
presented ..Traditions. Customary and
Contrived.. at the annual meeting of the
American Folklore Society. wtiere She was an
invited participant in the Archiving Section
forum, "Coming to Terms with Subject Access:·
Baltimore, MD, Octotler 1966; Also, organized the
worl<shop ··Btael< WoB:tng-Class History and
Culture in the South," at the annual Southem
Labor Studies Conference. Atlanta. Ga.. October
1996.
Laura M. Juaraz, Michael T. Start. and L.ae A.
M_,..., all of biOlogical sciences. presented
the paper "Pituitary-Adrenal Response in Young
Congenitally Hypotl'lyroid Mice- at the Annual
Meeting of the Society for Neuroscience.
Washington D.C.. November 1996.

Sue Ganske Graziano, legal studres. presented
"Computer Legal Information Processor at the
Artificial Intelligence Expert Systems session of
the American Association of Law School
Conference, Los Angeles, Jan. 6.
Frances POftic, Jerome Ubrary, presented by
invitation ··Bilingual Education: Metl'IOdologies
and Instructional Materials .. at the third annual
conference of the Mvocates for Language
Leaming. Mitwaut<ee. October 1996.

Thomas stresses need for cultural excellence
Issues concerning African
American children were left out of
most of the recent national reparts on
educational reform, according to Dr.
Charles Thomas, president of the
National Alliance of Black School
Educators.
However, NABSE addressed those
issues and suggested solutions in its
report, "Saving the African American
Child: Task Force Report on Black
Academic and Cultural Excellence."
Thomas, superintendent of North
Chicago schools, discussed the study
here last week as part of the
University's Black History Month
celebration.
He said the report touched on
several areas of education which
contribute to overall excellence.
"Excellence in education is more than
high test scores," he explained.
"Excellence in education prepares
students for self-knowledge and to
beeome a contributing problemsolving member of the community
and the world."
An emphasis on self-knowledge is
especially important for African·
American students who may not be
aware of their culture, Thomas said.
"No child can be ignorant of or lack
respect for his or her own unique
cultural group and meet others in the
world on an equal footing," he said.

Thomas added that the task force
report considered cultural excellence
as impartant as academic excellence.
The report pointed out the
shortcomings of public schools in
reaching levels of excellence which
Thomas said are not unreasonable
goals.
More importantly, Thomas said,
were the task force's general
academic goals which included the
demonstration of critical thinking,
creativity, the acquisition of a
systematic approach to problem
solving and an understanding of the
scientific method.
NASBE is currently carrying out the
Educational Development Plan, a
three-part program that Thomas
helped design. "The plan will move
NASBE from Saving the AfricanAmerican Child rhetoric and dreams
into the world of action and reality,''
Thomas said.
The plan consists of a NASBE
demonstration school of educational
excellence for African-American and
other learners in grades 6-12, the
Charles Moody Research and
Development Institute of AfricanAmerican Education and a NASBE
Foundation to provide the financial
underpinnings to the Educational
Development Plan.
Thomas said the demonstration

school is the cornerstone of the plan.
NASBE formed a task force to create
a detailed draft document outlining
the conceptual framework for the
school in the areas of curriculum,
instruction and staff development.
Among its many suggestions, the
task force determined that successful
schooling must include sustained
coordination and interaction between
the school, home and community. It
also stated that disciplined learning
environments should be characterized
by mutual respect, humaneness and
clearly defined roles of authority and
responsibility.
The report also indicated the need
to demystify the schooling process to
enable parents to expand and
enhance their involvement and their
role in student achievement.
The NASBE programs go beyond
pointing out what's wrong with
education for African-American
children, Thomas said. "NASBE is
erecting a bedrock agenda to
undergrid the promises of education,
quality, equity, sensitivity and
creativity upon which meaningful
lives are built," he concluded.
Thomas' appearance was cosponsored by the Office of Minority
Affairs and the Human Relations
Commission. - Diane Docis

William F. Buckley
to speak at
spring graduation
Conservative palitician, author
and television host William F.
Buckley Jr. will deliver the
commencement address at the
University's May 9 graduation
ceremonies.
Approximately 2, 100
undergraduate, master's and
doctoral students are expected to
receive degrees.
Buckley, who was born in New
York City but received his early
schooling in England and France,
graduated from Yale University in
1950.
The following year, he wrote God
and Man at Yale, an attack of the
liberal ideas which he believed were
rampant at the university. With the
printing of that book, Buckley took
the first step down a path which
was to make him one of America's
best known conservative
spokesmen.
In 1966 he turned his attention to
television, hosting a weekly
television show called "Firing Line,"
which later moved to PBS.
Currently, he is the author of a
three-times-a-week syndicated
newspaper column, "On the Right,"
which is published in more than 300
newspapers. He is also the author
of more than 25 fiction and nonfiction books.

Book tells managers to get back to basics
Dr. Glenn Varney, management,
wants to see American managers
return to the basics. He Is so
adamant about the subject that he
wrote the book, Goal-Driven
Management - Getting Back to the
Basics to drive the point home.
Varney said he became tired of
reading all the "fad books" aimed at
telling American managers how they
have been managing all wrong. His
book holds a different point of view.
"I say we haven't been doing it
wrong, we just have to get back to
the basics," he said.
The book
.
reviews successful
.
management
concepts and
skills that have
been developed
J
·.
over the years by
American
managers. It also
discusses the
application of
strategic
techniques and
Glenn Varney

_.....,,._,,,

individual goals in making
management work effectively.
Varney dispells the theory that
American management falls short of
techniques used abroad. In his book,
he says foreign industry has simply
taken the American management
principles and made them better.
Once U.S. managers review the
principles they already know, they
can out-manage anyone, anywhere, he
said.
"There is no question in my mind
that American managers are better
than any others," he said. "We've
shipped our techniques all over the
world and have become distracted by
all the fads. We have to start paying
attention to what we already know."
According to Varney, even the
Japanese have built their successful
management techniques from basic
American principles. Although Japan
is often recognized for its industry's
smooth operation and high
productivity rate, Varney is convinced
American management could be just
as efficient, if not better.

"We have to deal with our own self
perception and managers in this
country shouldn't feel they aren't as
good as managers elsewhere,"
Varney said. "The book's message is
much the same as what (Lee) lacocca
has been saying for a long time: we
can do it ourselves and we can do it
better."
Varney, who teaches strategic
planning and management, said he
researched the book the past four
years by studying the history of
management and reading other books
on the subject. In his book he lists
basic management concepts and how
managers can adapt them to their
situations.
Varney is also the author of
Management by Objectives,
Organizational Development
Approach to Management, and
Organizational Development for
Managers.

Video explains
W-4 tax forms
The Payroll Office has obtained
video tapes produced by the Internal
Revenue Service on "How to Prepare
IRS Form W-4." The tape is available
to employees to lake home from the
Payroll Office, 322 Administration
Building, to use on a video recorder
(VHS). This tape is designed to be
used when the person has their tax
data available to them .
There will be a $5 deposit for the
tape which will be completely
refundable when the tape is returned.
If the tape is damaged or not
returned, the employee will be
responsible for the cost of the tape.

It's Academic

Donation creates new scholarships
A $25,000 gift to the University will
create two or more endowed
scholarships for students In
environmental studies programs.
The gift is in honor of William
Sterner, a New Jersey architect and
civil engineer, who died in 1985 at the
age of 92. He was a hard-working
man who was gainfully employed into
his 91st year.
The scholarship funds were
donated anonymously to Bowling
Green by a member of the family in
recognition of Sterner's "belief in
public service and his enthusiasm for
learning," said Dr. Dwight
Burlingame, vice president of

University relations. Burlingame said
Sterner had no connection with
Bowling Green, but the family
member who made the gift did.
The funds will provide two or more
annual $500 scholarships for rising
juniors or seniors in the University's
environmental studies programs and
who are actively involved in
environmental issues.
The first scholarships will be
awarded this spring and Interested
students should submit their
applications by Friday (March 6) to
the Center for Environmental Studies
or the Office of Financial Aid and
Student Employment.

Symposium set for March 5 and 6
Dr. Leon Botstein, president of
Bard College, New York, will address
the topic of ''Teaching Today's
Students Changing Values and
Characteristics" at a symposium
Thursday and Friday (March 5 and 6).
Sponsored by the Faculty
Development Committee, the program
will open with Botstein's keynote

address at 8 p.m. Thursday in Bryan
Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center.
Sessions will be held all day Friday
starting at 9:30 a.m. in the
Community Suite of the Union.
For more information contact Joyce
Kepke, continuing education, 300
McFall Center.

ECONOMIC.
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Psychohistorian to address
effects of nuclear power
"Beyond the Nuclear End:
Directions of Hope" will be the topic
of a lecture by psychohistorian
Robert Jay Lifton at 7:30 p.m.
Thursday (March 5) at the St. Thomas
More University Parish.
Free and open to the public, the
lecture is being sponsored by a
number of University groups,
including the College of Arts and
Sciences, the departments of history,
psychology and sociology, and
Graduate Student Senate.
The lecture begins a two-day
conference examining the connection
between nuclear power and nuclear
weapons.
A professor of psychiatry and
psychology at the City University of
New York and Mount Sinai Medical
Center, Lifton is one of the founders
of the field of psychohistory, a
discipline which examines the
relationship between individual
psychology and historical change.
In developing the field, Lifton has
studied individuals' reactions to
catastrophic situations. For example,
he has examined the way Nazi
doctors coped with the program of
genocide, the way Hiroshima
survivors coped, and the way Vietnam

veterans are dealing with their war
experience.
One of his conclusions, and one of
the many points of his speech, is that
society is experiencing a
"psychological numbing" toward
these catastrophes, a "numbing··
which makes it more likely that a
nuclear war could be started.
He is the author of more than 20
books, including Home From the War:
Vietnam Veterans-Neither Victims
Nor Executioners, which was
nominated for the National Book
Award.
In conjunction with his lecture, a
seminar dealing with Litton's new
book, The Nazi Doctors: Medical
Killing and the Psychology of
Genocide will be held from 9-10:30
am. Friday (March 6) in the Alumni
Room of the Union. The seminar is
also free and open to the public.
Friday's programs run from 9 a.m.-4
p.m. and on Saturday from 9 a.m.-5
p.m. The conference will be held in
the meeting rooms on the third floor
of the University Union.
Presenters and moderators include
University professors, representatives
from concerned groups and experts
from the area

Health care subject of colloquium
''The Rationing of Health Care:
Moral Reflections on Medical
Economics" Is the topic of a
philosophy colloquium Wednesday
(March 4) at the University.
The speaker will be Baruch A.
Brody, who holds joint appointments
on the faculties of Rice University
and the Baylor College of Medicine.
Part of the philosophy department's

between her junior and senior years,
she switched her major to speech.
Saint later recalled, "I was having
mixed feelings about my major in
education and I wrote to Dr. Smith
for advice. I still have his thoughtful
letter describing the possibilities in
the New York theater. He was so
positive I had the ability."
Saint's former professor and
mentor will be on hand for the 2:30
p.m. ceremonies at the theater
Friday, which are open to the public.
In addition to comments from Smith,
who is now retired and living in
Seminole, Fla, there will be a video
retrospective of Saint's acting
career and a presentation by
President Olscamp.
Saint will give remarks and
present certificates to members of
Theta Alpha Phi theater honor
society as part of the ceremonies.
Dr. Allen Kepke, acting chair of the
theater department, will preside. A
reception will follow the ceremonies.
Later that evening Saint will
speak at the annual spring banquet
of the Friends of the University
Libraries and Center for Archival
Collections.
Since graduating from Bowling in
1946, Saint has accumulated an
impressive list of film, stage and
television credits. A role in the 1954
Broadway production of "The Trip to
Bountiful" led to her being cast
oppasite Marlon Brando in the film,
"On the Waterfront." She won an
Oscar as best supporting actress for
her performance.
Between 1957 and 1972, she
appeared in 12 films. Her latest
motion picture is "Nothing In
Common," with Jackie Gleason and
Tom Hanks, released in 1986.
Over the past two decades, her
performances have been primarily
on television and stage. Most
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Rich Wilson, special education, co-authOr of
""Making E•ery Minute Count. Academic Learning
Time in LO Classrooms." Learning Disabilities
Focus. Fall 1986
Ron Partin, educaltonal foundations and
inquiry ... Conquer Procrastination NON!," in
Ameflcan Seconcary ECucarion, VoL 15, No. 3
He also wrote ··Homework That Helps;· 1n The
Clearing House for Ille Contemporary ECucator
in M1Cdle and SeconCary Schools, No•emt>er

1986.
Gary Sllvennan, environmental health, ··Best
Management Practices for Controlling Oil and
Grease in Urban Stormwater Runoff," in The
En•ironmental Professional, January issue.
David l. Weis, home economics, co-authored
"Martial Exclusivity and the Potential for Future
Marital Conflict," in Social Work. VoL 32, No. 1.

M. Nell Browne and Paul F. Haas. economics.
Modern Economics.· Principles, Goals. and
Tradeoffs, Prentice-Hall, 1987.
Michael Raslatter and Richard McGuire,
communications disorders, "Speech Motor
Equi•alence in Aging Subjects;· in Perceptual
and Motor Skills, 1987. 64.
Raymond LH, doctoral candidate in theater,
"Contemporizing Brecht for the American
Audience," Notate 6: (East Germany, GOR)
November 1986.

Brody, who has written extensively
on public palicy and bioethics, is the
Leon Jaworski Professor of
Biomedical Ethics and director of the
Center for Ethics, Medicine and
Public Issues in Houston, Texas.

Jeff Gordon, geography, "Periodic Flea
Marl<ets and Shopper Admissions," at the annual
meeting of the East Lakes Division of the
Association of American Geographers at
Michigan State University, East Lansing, Mich .•
Oct. 1986. He also served as session chair at the
meeting for "'Recent Trends in North American
Urbanization."

recently she has starred with
G91jrge C. Scott in "The Last Days
er Patton" and Richard Kiley in "A
Year in the Life." She also has guest
starred on "Moonlighting."
In recognition of her
achievements, Bowling Green
presented Saint with a
Distinguished Alumnus Award in
1960 and an honorary doctor of
performing arts degree in 1982.
The final two films in the

retrospective film tribute to Saint
will be shown Tuesday (March 3).
"The Stalking Moon," made in 1969,
will be screened at 7 p.m., and
"Loving," produced in 1970 will be
shown at 9 p.m.
The Gish Film Theater salute to
Eva Marie Saint is presented
through the cooperation with the
Arts and Science Film Studies
Program and the Office of the Vice
President for University Relations.

Scharang __fr_om___.;.p_a....g_e_1_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
through their environments, social
classes and jobs.
By listening to the graduate
students' interpretations of his
books, Scharang said he hopes to
gain a better idea of American
feelings on contemporary issues
plaguing the world. These ideas
will aid him in working on his
current writing project, Auf nach
Amerika (Off to America), a novel
he began before arriving in
Bowling Green.
Scharang said he plans to
research the book through his
students' discussions and by
traveling and talking to people. "I
want to know directly from the
people the problems they face and
think about each day, rather than
getting it just from the papers I
read," he said.
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Expectations:· in /Ceas for Marketing ECucators,
November 1986: Also. co-authoreo witn Barry
R~e and Betty Heath "Behavior Modeling - A
Strategy for Improving Teacher Compete~ce in
Vocational Education;· in Journal of Vocational
and Technical Education, Fall 1986.

Presentations
M. Nell Browne, economics, presented
"Stimulating Critical Thinking In the Classroom"
at Faculty Development Workshop at University
of Michigan In Ann Arbor, Jan. 29.
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of the Union.

this isn't all of Austria, only a part
of it. And there are outspaken
people, like Scharang, fighting
these forces."
This is Scharang's first visit to
the United States and one of his
first goals has been to learn to
speak English fluently. However,
the classes he shares with
Schmidt are taught in German and
the topics remain universal.
How the world can maintain
peace and how people are
influenced by their surroundings
are the subjects Scharang likes to
raise for discussion no matter
where his classroom. The author
said a common theme in his novels
is his attempt to partray human
beings not from just a
psychological viewpoint, but also
examining how they are influenced

Nancy Kub.Heir., legal studies. ··1ntrocucirl{I
Values Analysis into the Business Classroom:·
in Journal of Education tor Business. VOL 62
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seeking social support from friends,
family and co-workers.
"You can't always charige your
environment, but you can change
how it affects you,'' Carek said.
"Stress doesn't have to take over
your life."

Robert Holmes, legal studies. spoke on
discrimination and affirmative action law to the
managers of the Mid American Nalionat Bank.
Nov. 4; also. presented a twQ.<lay seminar on
.. Advanced Corporate Purchasing Law" to the
Bay Area Purchasing Management Association,
Clear Lake, Tx., Nov. EH; also. presented ""The
Causes of Product Uability Claims: The Demise
of Naturalism and the Rise of Positivism," to the
NAPM-BGSU Purchasing Management
Conference, Nov. 13; also. presented a seminar
on ..Corporate Purchasing Law on Uniform
Commercial Code Remedies for Corporate
Buyers, .. and a banquet speech on "The U.S.
Supreme Court in the First 30 Years: The Demise
of Naturalism and the Rise of Positivism;· to the
North Central Ohio Purchasing Management
Association. Mansfield, Nov. 18.
Leslie J. Chamberlin, professor emeritus,
educational administration and supervision,
presented ··student Behavior and School
Discipline.. at the Erie County Teachers"
lnser.ice Day of Perkins High School. December:
Also, presented "Classroom Managemeni·· at
the Special Educational Regional Resource
Center tnservice Day at Delta High Scnool. Jan.
13; Also, presented '"Communication in a
Helping Relationship"· for the Wood County
Department of Human Ser.ices, Jan. 20.

Chefyl Oldham, field experiences, presented
"Raising Student Achievement by Raising
Teacher Expectations" to teachers at the
Ottawa-Olandorf Senior High School. last
semester.
Lewis Fulclwr, physics and astronomy.
presented a seminar on ..The Upsilon System:
Some Recent Calculations and Experiments" at
the Argonne National Laboratory near Chicago,
Dec. 10. The seminar was a progress report to
the High Energy Physics Group there follo1Mng a
summefs research visit of six weeks duration.
The summer stay was made possible by a
Faculty Research Participation grant from
Argonne.
Brenda llcCallum, popular culture library.
presented ..Traditions. Customary and
Contrived.. at the annual meeting of the
American Folklore Society. wtiere She was an
invited participant in the Archiving Section
forum, "Coming to Terms with Subject Access:·
Baltimore, MD, Octotler 1966; Also, organized the
worl<shop ··Btael< WoB:tng-Class History and
Culture in the South," at the annual Southem
Labor Studies Conference. Atlanta. Ga.. October
1996.
Laura M. Juaraz, Michael T. Start. and L.ae A.
M_,..., all of biOlogical sciences. presented
the paper "Pituitary-Adrenal Response in Young
Congenitally Hypotl'lyroid Mice- at the Annual
Meeting of the Society for Neuroscience.
Washington D.C.. November 1996.

Sue Ganske Graziano, legal studres. presented
"Computer Legal Information Processor at the
Artificial Intelligence Expert Systems session of
the American Association of Law School
Conference, Los Angeles, Jan. 6.
Frances POftic, Jerome Ubrary, presented by
invitation ··Bilingual Education: Metl'IOdologies
and Instructional Materials .. at the third annual
conference of the Mvocates for Language
Leaming. Mitwaut<ee. October 1996.

Classified Staff recognized for attendance
Sixty-nine classified employees
have been recognized by the
University for their excellent
attendance during the 1986 calendar
year. Another 86 have been honored
for their high accumulation of sick
leave as of Dec. 31, 1986, and 28
distinguished themselves by
maintaining both an excellent
attendance record during 1986, and a
high sick leave balance at the end of
the year.
The sick leave recognition program,
sponsored by the Office of Personnel
Support Services, spotlights two
aspects of classified staff attendance
according to the following
requirements: attainment of a
minimum sick leave balance of 1,000
hours by the end of a calendar year
and/or use of 16 hours or less of sick
leave during the calendar year.
Letters of appreciation have been
sent to the following classified staff:
Recognized for accumulating 1,000
hours or more of sick leave as of Dec.
31, 1986: Norma Best, student loan
collection; Margaret Bobb and Mary
Bobb, HPER; Ralph Bratt, Jr. and
Roger Swope, public safety; Patricia
Brown, sociology; Margaret
Canterbury and Nancy FrobOse,
residential services; Joyce
Castleman, continuing education;
Glenn Cook and David Heinlen,
environmental services; Harold Dean,
inventory management; Patti Dunn
and Ronald Smith, chemistry; Mary K.
Evans, office services; Irene Farr,
Gloria Gregor, Patricia Lambert,
Geneva Long and Mary Willmarth,
Jerome Library.
Also, Chloe Genson and Jane
Jividen, plant operations and
maintenance; Nancy Frey, William
Henning, Patricia Kania and Annette
Reazin, computer services; Mary
Grant and Elizabeth Moon,
president's office; Vicki Harris,
telecommunications; Karol Heckman,
personnel support services; Nadine
Hoste and Tina Martini, registration
and records; Marjorie Hufford, and
Eileen Stalets, business
administration; Garold Jimison,
athletic department; Robert
Kreienkamp, WBGU-TV; Carol
Lashuay, arts and sciences; Bernice
Lohmann, health services; Deborah
Magrum, academic affairs; Judith
Maxey, and Linda Weatherbee,
education-WPC; Mark Miller,
Firelands College; Nancy Myers,
theater; Providence Oddo, purchasing;
Phyllis Oster, biological sciences;
Gloria Pattison, business, and Shirley
Philo, psychology.
Also, William Small, Central Stores;
Phyllis Wulff, history; Marvin Adler,
Richard Culbertson, Kathy Eninger,
Dale Fahie, Frank Finch, Gerald
Jeffers, Richard Leady, Stanley Maas,
Raymond Michaelis, Karl Ott, James
Romaker, David Shope and Donald
Stinehart; maintenance; William
Strausbaugh, heat plant; Donald Barr,
Bernard Dachenhaus, Erma Francis,
Bertha Hosler, Farrell Johns, Donald
Lindley, Eugene McDonald, Paul Reed
Sr. and Garlos Reyes, custodial

No vcj&ancies

No ne~vacancies were received by
the Offici:l!of Support Services for
classifiei:t)employment opportunties.

•c

services; James Blessing, furnishings;
Carl Sh~w. transportation services;
Carol Bockbrader, Cinda Lanham,
David Maley, Mildred Oglesby,
Rosemary Palmer and George
Woessner, food operations; Arthur
DeWitt and James Halliwill, laundry;
Louise Dietrich and Virginia Panning,
bookstore; Delores Delemase and
Evelyn Fausnaugh, Union.
Recognized for using 16 hours of
sick leave or less during 1986: Bonnie
Bess, bands; Joanne ConnertonWilliamson and Nancy Perkins,
telecommunications; Wilma Converse,
creative arts; Lois Coy, William Gaetz,
Mark Henning, Scott Kisabeth and
Jeffrey Little, WBGU-TV; David
Crandall, environmental services,
Meliha Duncan, psychology; Judith
Gilbert, history; Alice Hagemeyer,
budgets and capital planning;
Alexander Hann, physics; Christine
Hess and Kyung Yoon, biological
sciences; Mary Hilkens, John
Konecny and Richard Williamson Jr.,
computer services;
Also, Nancy Joseph, purchasing;
Ella Kasmarik, criminal justices;
Alyce Platz, HPER; Kathleen Riesen
and Opal Adams, athletic department;
Max Ross, Ice Arena; Kim Weekly,
interpersonaUpublic communication;
Kenneth Brown, Raymond Gonyer and
Thomas Neiling, maintenance;
Thelma Burrow, Carson Carpenter,
Joyce Drain, Princess Edwards,
Elizabeth Gaulke, Todd Jimison,
David Jones, Edward Kaetzel, Nancy
Medley, Jeffrey Shetzer, Shirley
Stentzel and Manuel Swope, custodial
services; Donald Coppes,
transportation services; Clyde
Milligan, Student Recreation Center;
Glen Peterson, grounds; Sharon
Garno, Sue Greiner, Deloris Hall,
Judith Llanos, Frances Roe, Veronica
Vincze, caroline Walter and Bonnie
Wittes, food operations; Betty Garner,
bookstore; Darlene Enmke and
Marjorie Mills, Union; Jodi Bates,
public safety; Eleanor Conner, Center
for Environmental programs, and
Janice Finn, geology.
Also, Maroe Huber, vice president
for operations office; Virginia

For sale
The College of Technology has for
sale a 1980 A.B. Dick Fluid
Duplicator. Anyone interested in
purchasing this item can call
372-2438.
The department of special
education is selling an Amdek 310
amber monitor for $100, and an IBM
monochrome display printer adaptor
for $150. For more information
contact Donna Beam at 372-7358.
The department of English has a
digital VT 100 for sale for $250 that is
usable with the University's new VAC
system. For more information call
Joanne at 372-2576.

Classified Staff Council is gearing
up for elections by seeking selfnominations to seven of its seats
plus one vacancy position. Terms
require three years of service on the
council. The vacant seat is a two year
term.
The council's charter specifies that
membership will represent a cross
section of all classified employees.
The following areas have seats up for
election: two positions in academic
affairs; three in operations (two in
operations in maintenance and one in
auxiliary support); one in planning
and budgeting, and one in University
relations.
The vacant position is in student
affairs.
Self-nominations should include
candidate's name, area and years of
service and be sent to the Classified
Staff Council Election Committee,
P.O. Box 91, University Hall. Deadline
for nominations is at noon March 30.
CSC elections will be held May 8.
Candidates may campaign within
their constituent area, however, they
must comply with the University's
solicitation policy. A complete listing
of candidates by University area will
be published prior to the election.
Classified staff will vote only for
candidates who work and are running
within their area of employment.
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Opera scheduled
The opera "The Marriage of Figaro"
will be performed at the University
Friday and Saturday (March 6 and 7).
Based on a play by Beaumarchais
that was banned by Louis XVI,
"Figaro" is one of the best-loved and
most frequently performed operas of
all time.
The opera will be sung in English.
Tickets are priced at $6, $8 and $10
each and can be purchased at the
Moore Musical Arts Center box office
between 10 am.-7 p.m. until Thursday
(March 5). The box office is open from
10 am.-8:30 p.m. on performance
dates.

•..

Date book
Monday, March 2
Lecture, "Marginal Oil and Gas and
Geological Futures, by William Fisher,
director of the Texas Bureau of Economic
Geology, 4 p.rn., 69 Overman Hall. Fisher
will also speak on "The Price of Oil," 7:30
p.m., 70 Overman Hall. Free.
Concert, jazz guitarist Cal Collins, 8
p.m., Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical
Arts Center. Tickets are priced at S3 and
are available at the Center box office or at
the door.
"One Day," International Film Series, 8
p.m., Gish Film Theater, Hanna Hall. Free.

Tuesday, March 3
IBM PC Users Group, "An Introduction
to PC File Iii," by Floris Wood, data
archives, 4 p.m., 100 Business
Administration Bldg. Free.
En Marie Saint Alm Tribute, ''The
Stalking Moon" and "loving," 7 p.m~ Gish
Film Theater. Free.
Young Concert Artist Serles, violinist
Benny Kim, 8 p.m~ Bryan Recital Hall,
Moore Musical Arts Center. Tickets are

~l

Fac~ty/Staff Positions
.

Hutchinson, registration and records;
Elaine Kaufman and Ardis Shirkey,
Northwest Ohio Educational
Technologies Foundation; Helen
Kelly, Student Health Center; Beatrice
Kinn, Earl Lisk Ill, Holly Marchion and
Faydean Showalter, Firelands
College; Judith Miller, The Key, and
Catherine Sandy, Jerome Library.
Recognized for accumulating more
than 1,000 hours of sick leave as of
Dec. 31, 1986, and using 16 hours or
less of sick leave during 1986:
Theresa Brown, registration and
records; Marilyn Dewyre, HPER; Fred
Dickinson and Charles Konecny,
WBGU-TV; Annette Ecker, academic
enhancement; Karen Fahie and
Walter Montenegro, personnel
support services; J.W. Frey, computer
services; Matthew Hungling, Jerome
Library; Joy Kantner, musical arts;
Laszlo Kecskes, chemistry; James
Ray, public safety; Richard Romell,
Firelands College; Janet Watson,
communication disorders; Phillip
Bucher, Roy Rife, Norma Rose and
Zeddy Rush, custodial services;
Imogene Krift, office services; Larry
Emison, maintenance; John Roe,
grounds; Sandra Gilbert, Iva Gill, Joan
Potter, Irene Traver and Richard
Wittenmyer, food operations; Willi
Henoch, bakery, and Emma Dauer,
Union.

•

CSC prepares
election process

priced at SS and can be reserved by
calling 372-8171.
..It's About Time," planetarium
production, 8 p.m~ Physical Sciences
Laboratory Bldg. The production repeats
at 8 p.m. on Friday and 7:30 p.m. on
Sunday.

Wednesday, March 4
Seminar, "Empirical Force Field
Calculations: Methods and Applications,"
presented by Dr. George B. Clemans,
chemistry, 4:30 p.m., 140 Overman Hall.
.. Kennedy's Children," will be staged, 8
p.m. March 4-7, 405 University Hall.
Tickets are priced at $1.50 and are
available at the door.

Thursday, March 5
Tucher Job Fair, 9 a.m.-7 p.m., Lenhart

Grand Ballroom, Union.
Men's SWtmmlng, Bowling Green hosts
the MAC championship, noon.
..Casablanca," University Activities
Association-sponsored film, 8 p.m., Gish
Film Theater. Free.
UnlYeralty Instructional Improvement
Symposium, "Teaching Today's Students
Changing Values and Characteristics,"
keynote address by Leon Botsteln, 8 p.m~
Bryan Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center.

,;~~

The to!ICWdng faculty positions are available:
EDAS::Mi6tant/associate professor. Contact Richard 0. Carlson (2-7357). Extended
deadline:~h 15.
EDCI: ~ant/associate professor of EDCI with emphasis in reading. Contact
Robert ~a (2-7314). Deadline: March 6.
Englls~histructor (one-year, non-renewable appointments, two positions). Contact
Thomas Wymer (2-2576). Deadlines: March 5.
The foll9wing administrative staff positions are available:
Registration and Records: Registrar. Contact Linda Hamilton (2·2558). Extended
deadline: Ma_rch 20.

Friday, March 6
Unlnralty lnstrucUonal lmpronment
Symposium, "Teaching Today's Students
Changing Values and Characteristics,"
sessions run from 10-.30 am.-3 p.m., Union
meeting rooms.
Men's SWlmmlng, Bowling Green hosts
the MAC championship, noon.
College of Education and Allied

Professions Colloquium Series, "Justice,
Wisdom and Global Understanding/Can
These Be Taught?" by Denis Goulet, Univ.
of Notre Dame, 1 p.m., Ohio Suite, Union.
Free.
Seminar, "Mechanisms of Spectral
Sensitization of Silver Halides," presented
by David Luttrull, 3:30 p.m., 140 Overman
Hall.
Lecture, "U.S. Foreign Policy in the
carlbbean: What it Is, why it's failed,'' 7:30
p.m., Alumni Room, Union. Free.
Lecture, ''Writing for Experimental
Theatre: A Woman's Playwright's
Perspective," presented by New York
playwright Joan Schenkar, 7:30 p.m., Taft
Room, University Union.
"The Marriage of Figaro," will be staged
by the BGSU Opera Theater, 8 p.m., March
6-7, Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts
Center. Tickets are priced at $6, SB and
$10 and can be purchased at the Center
box office or reserved by calling 372-8171.
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Symposium
to study
'boom towns'

Improvement
leaves prompt
senate debate

A conversation on an airplane a
year ago helped lead to a $5,000
grant from the Canadian Studies
Institutional Research Grant
Program allowing Bowling Green to
co-sponsor an upcoming
symposium.
Dr. Andrew Gulliford, at that time
a graduate student in the American
Culture doctoral program, started a
conversation with President
Olscamp on a flight back from
another engagement. Gulliford said
he was interested In the history of
settlement in the Canadian and
American West and their "boom and
bust cycles" and had proposed a
symposium on the subject to Dr. Ian
MacPherson of the University of
Victoria. Olscamp, who was born in
canada, encouraged Gulliford to
pursue the symposium with the
support of the University.
Along with Bowling Green's·
Canadian Studies and American
Culture programs, Gulliford obtained
co-sponsorships from the University
of Victoria (British Columbia) and
Western Washington University and
sent his proposal to the Canadian
Embassy's institutional research
grant program. The program awards
grants to professional academic
activities that encourage exchanges
between the U.S. and Canada and
further development and expansion
of the Canadian Studies Program at
the applying institution.
The proposal was awarded $5,000
to help fund the symposium that is
being planned for May 19-24 at the
University of Victoria Dr. Michael
Marsden, arts and sciences, who
helped Gulliford submit the
proposal, said the funds will go
toward promotional and travel
expenses.
Gulliford, now folklorist-in·
residence at the American House in
Lima, Ohio, said few other research
topics are "as pregnant with
possibility as a serious study of

Determining details of a proposed
revision of compensation and
funding of faculty improvement
leaves prompted lengthy debate at
the March 3 Faculty Senate meeting.
Senators approved a revised plan
that calls for increasing the pay for
a faculty member on a two semester
improvement leave to 70 percent of
the contracted salary. The proposal
suspends, for a two year period
(1988-89 and 1989-90), the faculty
charter stipulation that
compensation be set at 50 percent
of the contracted salary.
It was also agreed that the total
number of leaves during the twoyear period of suspension be limited
to approximately 35 FTE's each
year.
The revision's primary objective is
to provide more incentive and
support for longer term and in-depth
developmental activities for faculty.
According to the Faculty Welfare
Committee, which made the
proposal, the revision would
increase the number of faculty on
leave during any given year, the
average length of-time per year and
the compensation to faculty for
professional development.
Initially, 20 full-year leaves will be
allocated and the number of one
semester leaves will be limited to
30. Should the 20 full-year leaves not
be filled, the remainder of FTE
positions will be made available for
the one semester leave.
Academic priorities for purposes
of 1987-88 budget planning were
also discussed at the meeting, but
were tabled until more time can be
spent answering questions on the
priorities.
in other business, Dr. J.
Christopher Dalton, acting vice
president of planning and budgeting,
reported on President Olscamp's
concerns about documentation
included with the faculty salary
requests for 1987-88.

continued on page 2
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The University's Performing Dancers will present a trio of
performances at the company's annual spring concerts at 8 p.m.
March 12·14 in the Eva Marie Saint Theater. The 22-member student
dance company, including Tamara Lynn Hatkins, above, has invited
two area dance groups to join the program. Tickets, $2 for students
and $4 for others, will be available at the door.

continued on page 2

Progress made on implementing portfolio assessment
administrators and faculty on the portfolio assessment evaluations and to
Progress is being made on implementing portfolio assessment as a
fourth option to the University's Prior Leaming Assessments. Undergraduate discuss specifics of portfolio candidates and final evaluations.
Council approved the new option at a meeting.last October, and now
"Portfolio assessment is new to Bowling Green, but it has been used as a
administrators are working out the details to make the option available by
prior learning assessment option for a long time at other institutions,"
next fall.
Bissland said. "As more and more adults have returned to college
Portfolio credit is a procedure by which undergraduate students can gain
campuses, universities are trying to figure out what to do with their prior
credit through prior learning that equates to specific academic courses. _
experience. These people need to be placed in the right classes and receive
Portfolios will be evaluated by faculty members to determine if they equate
some credit for what they have done in their work areas."
to the outcomes expected from a given course or courses.
The portfolio option is geared toward people with significant experience.
In addition, the new assessment requires the student to take a special
Students
taking the English 207 class will be advised to which academic
section of English 207 devoted to the development of the portfolio. Portfolio
departments
in the University they should present their portfolios. Bissland
assessment joins three other options already used by the University: credit
said
portfolios
do not have to consist of only written materials, but may
by examination, credit by validation and the subject College Level
also
include
video
tapes or public speaking projects. However, portfolio
Examination Program (CLEP exams).
outcomes
are
expected
to be very specific in order to receive credit.
Joan Bissland, adult learner services, said the English 207 course is "on
"It will be up to each department to know how the outcome of their
the books for next fall." At this time, college deans and faculty are
classes compare to the outcome they expect of a student's portfolio,"
examining the new option while selecting courses in their programs that
Bissland said. Potential students for the special section of English 207 will
would be adaptive to portfolio work. "We want to make sure we have
meet with Bissland, who will help determine if they have life experience
enough interest and input from the faculty to make this work," she said.
outcomes that equate to specific academic courses.
A workshop has also been scheduled this semester to help educate

Saturday, March 7
Man's Swimming, Bowling Green hosts
the MAC championship, noon.

Sunday, March 8
Concert, BGSU women's chorus, 3 p.m.,
Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center.
Free.
Bryan Chamber Serles, featuring BGSU
faculty members, 8 p.m., Bryan Recital
Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center. Free.

Monday, March 9
"Wartime Romance," International Film
Serles, 8 p.m., Gish Film Theater. Free.
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